With the rapid growth of the Internet, how to get information from this huge information space becomes an even more important problem. In this paper, An Intelligence Chinese Document Semantic Indexing System; ICDSIS, is proposed. Some new technologies are integrated in ICDSIS to obtain good performance. ICDSIS is composed of four key procedures. A parallel, distributed and configurable Spider is used for information gather; a multi-hierarchy document classification approach combining the information gain initially processes gathered web documents; a swarm intelligence based document clustering method is used for information organization; a concept-based retrieval interface is applied for user interactive retrieval. ICDSIS is an all-sided solution for information retrieval on the Internet.
Introduction
Large quantities of textual data available, for example, on the Internet, pose a continuing challenge to applications that help users in making sense of the data. Search engines specialize in locating specific documents in answer to well-defined information requests. Furthermore, when the answers sought relate to a set of documents instead of a single document, or when unexpected patterns or trends should be identified, the information need is better served by methods enabling a combination of visualization and interactive exploration. In data exploration, the purpose is to assist the user in familiarizing herself with a large collection of data, for example, by visualizing aspects of the data collection and by enabling browsing and navigation in the data space in some meaningful way.
We describe here a new approach to automatic text classifying, clustering, indexing and retrieval. It is designed to overcome a fundamental problem that plagues existing retrieval techniques that try to match words of queries with words of documents. The problem is that users want to retrieve on the basis of conceptual content, and individual words provide unreliable evidence about the conceptual topic or meaning of a document. There are usually many ways to express a given concept, so the literal terms in a user's query may not match those of a relevant document. In addition, most words have multiple meanings, so terms in a user's query will literally match terms in documents that are not of interest to the user. The proposed approach tries to overcome the deficiencies of term matching retrieval by treating the unreliability of observed term document association data as a statistical problem. We assume there is some underlying latent semantic structure in the data that is partially obscured by the randomness of word choice with respect to retrieval. We use statistical techniques to estimate this latent structure, and get rid of the obscuring "noise". A description of terms and documents based on the latent semantic structure is used for indexing and retrieval. "Semantic structure" here means the correlation structure in the way in which individual words appear in documents; "semantic" implies only the fact that terms in a document may be taken as referents to the document itself or to its topic. In different contexts or when used by different people the same term (e.g. "chip") takes on varying referential significance. We take a large matrix of term document association data and construct a "semantic" space wherein terms and documents that are closely associated are placed near one another. Thus, the use of a term in a search query does not necessarily mean that a document containing or labeled by the same term is of interest. Singular value decomposition allows the arrangement of space to reflect the major associative patterns in the data, and ignore the smaller, less important influences. As a result, terms that did not actually appear in a document may still end up close to the document, if that is consistent with the major patterns of association in the data. Position in space then serves as a new kind of semantic indexing, and retrieval proceeds by using the terms in a query to identify a point in space, and documents in its neighborhood are returned to the user.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 introduces the functions of ICDSIS. A spider is introduced in Sec. 4. Section 5 introduces the document classifier. In Sec. 6, we introduce document clustering method used in ICDSIS. Next, Sec. 7 presents an intelligence retrieval interface; organization of concept space is also described in this section. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. 8.
Related Work
A challenge of current information retrieval methods is that the words searchers often use are not the same as those by which the information they seek has been indexed. There are actually two sides to the issue; we will call them broadly synonymy and polysemy. We use synonymy in a very general sense to describe the fact that there are many ways to refer to the same object. Users in different contexts or with different needs, knowledge, or linguistic habits will describe the same information using different terms. The prevalence of synonyms tends to decrease the "recall" performance of retrieval systems. By polysemy, we refer to the general fact that most words have more than one distinct meaning. Polysemy is one factor underlying poor "precision".
For solving these problems many works have been done around the world since ninths in the last century. In the Neural Network Research Centre, Helsinki University of Technology during 1995-2000 as part of a project called WEBSOM has been carried out, led by Academician Teuvo Kohonen. The work was mainly enhanced by the Academy of Finland with funds directed to research in the Neural Networks Research Centre. In the WEBSOM method, the self organizing map (SOM) algorithm is used to automatically organize very large and high dimensional collections of text documents onto two-dimensional map displays. The map forms a document landscape where similar documents appear close to each other at points of the regular map grid. The landscape can be labeled with automatically identified descriptive words that convey properties of each area and also act as landmarks during exploration. With the help of an HTML-based interactive tool the ordered landscape can be used in browsing the document collection and in performing searches on the map. An organized map describes an overview of an unknown document collection, helping the user in familiarizing herself with the domain. Map displays that are already familiar can be used as visual frames of reference for conveying properties of unknown text items. Static, thematically arranged document landscapes provide meaningful backgrounds for dynamic visualizations of, for example, time related properties of the data. Search results can be visualized in the context of related documents. Experiments on document collections of various sizes, text types, and languages show that the WEBSOM method is scalable and generally applicable. Preliminary results in a text retrieval experiment indicate that even when the additional value provided by the visualization is disregarded the document maps perform at least comparably with more conventional retrieval methods. No part of the publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the author. In addition to the introduction above, Dieter Merkl and Andreas Rauber also use SOM for research application like the LabelSOM method. In this way, the Maps are easier to understand than before because they are labelled by the keywords. Other means based SOM like GHSOM (Growing Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map), etc. are also included.
An automatic indexing and concept classification approach to a multilingual (Chinese and English) bibliographic database is presented by H. Chen. He introduced a multi-linear term-phrasing technique to extract concept descriptors (terms or keywords) from a Chinese-English bibliographic database. A concept space of related descriptors was then generated using a co-occurrence analysis technique. Like a man-made thesaurus, the system-generated concept space can be used to generate additional semantically-relevant terms for search. For concept classification and clustering, a variant of a Hopfield neural network was developed to cluster similar concept descriptors and to generate a small number of concept groups to represent (summarize) the subject matter of the database. The concept space approach to information classification and retrieval has been adopted by the authors in other scientific databases and business applications, but multilingual information retrieval presents a unique challenge.
Chinese documents are difficult to process. And Chinese documents is mainly about concept abstracting. In other words, it forms a one-hierarchic relationship between the document and concept. Also there are papers which describe automatic index generation. We combine SWARM clustering and K-means clustering to establish the concept space. We adopt the bottom up way to build up the space of concept. It is meaningful that we firstly classify the web pages obtained from internet into some domains, and then we cluster the web pages that belong to each domain. Such would evade subjective warp caused by the departure between document and level in the top down way. Also, we can adjust the parameter to make the hierarchy flexible enough for use. There is a problem that is not mentioned in the above papers, i.e., that SOM will arouse some classes larger than we could imagine. For the experiment in Ref. 10 , the number of document samples is 100. Thus, it cannot locate the problem because the sample is not large enough. But when processing massive documents, we will pay more attention to this matter. If we ignore this matter, it will cause unimaginable result. In this paper, we present a new efficient method to solve this problem.
System Description
ICDSIS gets documents from Internet and organizes these documents by combining directory structure with semantic index automatically for improving the accuracy and recall of retrieval and characterizing the semantic of retrieval results. Figure 1 gives the workflow in ICDSIS. The documents collected by spider are processed by text analyzer including parsing and extracting the informative words for classification, concept clustering, semantic index generating and so on. Text classifier learned knowledge from pre-labeled documents and then classified the newly documents. An innovative and multi-layer classification model is used. With the increase of Internet documents, the volumes of some directors become larger. To decrease the search space for retrieval by directory, we provide a document Clustering algorithm based on Swarm Intelligence and k-Means: CSIM. Different from general clustering algorithm, CSIM, after clustering documents, gives the class description for each cluster and may be clustered further. By building concept semantic space, ICDSIS can broaden or locate what they want most by pressing few key words. Users may retrieve the Internet documents in two ways: Directory or Key words. By using the directory, we not only can browse all documents belonging to some directory, but also gives the association concepts with the class concept. By using key words, user only input part of the key words, and ICDSIS will return its association concepts and documents related to these words. Meanwhile, user may also filter some documents by setting the documents' class. One of the fundamental components of ICDSIS is the automatic document collector. The main task performed by this component is the automatic gathering of Web documents, which are usually stored locally for further processing. Many researches have been done on documents collecting. Most of them are used in search engines and implemented in normal ways. Few of them have intelligence. Namely, many collectors only fetch documents from Web without filtering and estimation. There may have more redundancy with documents and pages. It is necessary to do more work on document collector, to improve its efficiency and quality. There are two main components, URL manager and Spiders. URL manager is a management center for URL tasks. It takes charge of fetching, storing, distributing and coordinating URL tasks. On the one hand, URL manager fetches URLs from URL database into the task queue and distributes them to spider. On the other hand, URL agent receives new URLs from spider, then coordinates and saves them into the URL database. Thus, the URL database will be updated. Spider starts its work after receiving URL tasks from URL manager. It fetches web pages according to URL and parses their hyperlinks. Then it sends these new URLs to URL manager and requests for new tasks. Many parallel and distributed spiders can be employed in this system.
The frequently used approaches in text classification allow all classes to share a single classifier or assign each class a classifier. And all classes are in the same hierarchy, i.e. in the same "flattened" class space. When the set of classes is large, not only will it cost much time to construct class models, but also it will have to match all the class models to assign proper classes to new documents. To overcome this problem, we propose an approach of multi-hierarchy text classification based on VSM, i.e. all classes are organized as a tree according to some given hierarchical relations. The basic insight supporting our approach is that classes that are attached to the same node have a lot more in common with each other than classes elsewhere, so that the models of these classes will be based on a small set of features. Document clustering has long been employed as an important information retrieval technique. In ICDSIS, document clustering is used to overcome the problem of having long lists of ranked documents returned by a query. Documents relating to a certain topic will be clustered together. It will help users in locating interesting document set and searching interesting documents more easily. Both pre-retrieval clustering and post-retrieval clustering are frequently used. One is to perform clustering off-line. Another is to perform clustering after getting a long list of retrieved documents, i.e. on-line. Obviously, post-retrieval clustering has more rigid requirement on the respect of speed than pre-retrieval clustering. In this system, postretrieval clustering is used after document classification. We propose a document Clustering algorithm based on Swarm Intelligence and k-Means -CSIM. CSIM combines swarm intelligence with k-means clustering technique.
In traditional document retrieval mode, search engine return a cluster of documents containing the words in the queries. However, for most situations, the retrieved documents were overwhelmed and many retrieved documents were irrelevant to what does the searcher really wanted. On the other hand, despite this overwhelmed document set, there are still some relevant documents to be omitted. This happens mainly because the searchers of a domain especially the novice searchers cannot express what they need precisely. How to help the searchers to express their meanings more precisely and how to help the searchers to find the documents they need more quickly is a challenge to computer scientists. And it can improve the competitiveness of search engine as well. Concept space is one means to overcome these problems. The main purpose of using concept space is to overcome problems of information overload and vocabulary differences. With the assistance of concept space, system could help the searchers to find the most relevant terms and retrieve most relevant documents by using these terms. Here, we use HowNet 33 to generate Chinese concept space. HowNet is an online common-sense knowledge base -so we have to extract the relations between concepts first. These relations include hypernym, part, attribute, member etc. In our system, we incorporate these two methods to generate concept space. We use Chen's method to generate the concept space of specific domain and use HowNet to generate the concept of general domain.
Spider: Information Gather Agent
Since web servers can only handle a few tens of hits per second at most, it will slow down a server if we open many connections with the server. Also, it will reduce the efficiency of collecting pages. It is very important to distribute URLs to each spider properly. We split all URLs that are crawling into 500 queues based on a hash of their server name. This causes all URLs from a given server to go into the same queue. The URL manager get an URL from each queue at a time and distribute it to a spider, moving to the next queue for each URL. This makes sure a given server is hit only once for every 500 URLs which are opened.
Spider is another key component of information gathering. It starts its work after receiving URL tasks from the URL manager. After fetches web pages according to URL and parses their hyperlinks, it sends these new URLs to URL manager and requests for new tasks. Many parallel and distributed spiders can be employed in this system.
Generally, there are two strategies to search the web, depth-first search and breadth-first search. The strategy of depth-first search can bring a preferable distributing of documents and it is easy to find the structure of documents. The strategy of breadth-first search can reach a sound result of pages, but it is difficult to go deeply into Web server. Najork 21 had proved by experiments that breadthfirst search yields high-quality pages early. Although there are other strategies such as fish search, 22 best first search, 23 and so on, we adopt breath-first search strategy because it is suitable for vast general search. Inner hyperlinks and outer hyperlinks are distinguished in our approach.
The following are features of distributed web spider.
(1) Parallel and distributed
Since each spider is an agent, it can finish its work solely. We can dispatch many spiders to work at the same time. Parallel working of multi-agent can improve the efficiency of collecting pages. A collecting server can run more than one hundred spiders at a time.
After a spider open a connection to an URL, it will take some time for the spider to wait for a response. So, other spiders can do the work at the same time. On the other hand, this system can distribute tasks to several servers. A server acts as manager, others only run spider on them. All spiders on different servers communicate with the Facilitator server. This can be regarded as a distributed Web spider system. Thus, we can fully use resources of each server's CPU time and network's bandwidth.
(2) Configurable
In this system, each spider may have different capabilities. They can search web in a given IP range, or a given site type, such as edu, org, com, etc. Also we can appoint a spider to search the special web servers whose name looks like sports or news. Thus, a spider can work with purpose and save more time. Furthermore, a spider can run periodically or in a given schedule. Moreover, a spider can filter web pages by site type, keywords, and document model.
Text Classification: Information Initial Processing
After the web pages are crawled by Spiders, they will be classified automatically. It is based on Chinese word segmentation. Most of the approaches on text classification adopt the classical Vector Space Model (VSM). In this model, the content of a document is formalized as a dot of the multi-dimension space and represented by a vector. Then we can decide the corresponding classes of the given vector by calculating and comparing the distances among the vectors. The frequently used document representation in VSM is the so-called TF.IDF-vector representation, 24 i.e. the calculation of term weight is mainly based on term frequency and inverse document frequency. In order to deal with the limitation of TF.IDF, we adopt an improved approach named TF.IDF.IG by combining the information gain from Information Theory. The approach is validated to be feasible and effective by experiments. Furthermore, an approach of multi-hierarchy text classification based on VSM is applied.
The improvement on the formula of calculating term weight
To calculate term weight, the TF·IDF approach consider two factors: TF (term frequency) and IDF (inverse document frequency). And the formula is:
where f ik is the frequency of the occurrence of the term T k in the document D i , W ik is the corresponding term weight, k = 1, 2, . . . , m (m is the number of terms). Formula (1) has some limitations. For example, some terms, which are unhelpful for document content identification but the term frequencies are almost equivalent, will be considered as feature terms. This is because although the TF·IDF approach takes the distribution of the terms in the collection into account, it does not consider the proportion of the distribution.
To deal with these limitations, we introduce the concept of information gain from information theory, i.e. the document collection D is regarded as an information source according to some probability distribution, and the amount of information provided by one term (the importance of the term) in text classification can be obtained by considering the information gain between the information entropy of document collection and the conditional entropy of the term. Only that can we combine this amount of the information into the formula of calculating term weight.
The amount of information of term T k can be calculated using the following formula: 
where H(D) is the entropy of the document collection D: H(D)
= − di∈D p(d i )×log 2 P (d i ), H(D/T k ) is the conditional entropy of term T k : H(D|T k ) = − di∈D P (d i |T k ) × log 2 P (d i |T k ) , P (d i ) is the conditionalW ik = tf ik × log(N/n k + 0.01) × IG k m k=1 (tf ik ) 2 × [log(N/n k + 0.01) × IG k ] 2 .(2)
Multi-hierarchy text classification
The frequently used approaches in text classification allow all classes to share a single classifier or assign each class a classifier. And all classes are in the same hierarchy, i.e. in the same "flattened" class space. When the set of classes is large, not only it will cost much time to construct class models, but it will also have to match among all the class models to assign the proper classes to new documents.
To overcome this problem, we propose an approach of multi-hierarchy text classification based on VSM, i.e. all classes are organized as a tree according to some given hierarchical relations. The basic insight supporting our approach is that classes that are attached to the same node have a lot more in common with each other than classes elsewhere, so the models of these classes will be based on a small set of features.
Constructing class models
We can construct class models by feature selection after training the documents classified by hand corresponding to the classification hierarchy. It is the basis of automatic classification. Each class model is represented by vector, including the feature terms of this class and their corresponding weights.
In the selection of feature terms, we synthesize two factors -term frequency and term concentration. The measure in consideration of term frequency think that the more times one term appears in the documents belonging to the same class, the more possible this term will be a feature term. The measure in consideration of term concentration think that the feature terms of a certain class should concentrate in the documents of this class and not be prevalent in the whole collection. In addition, the feature sets should not be too large in real applications, and the terms whose weights under a certain threshold value should be set aside. Otherwise, the processing speed of real systems will slow down significantly.
Automatic classification
Automatic classification is to classify large number of new documents by computer. At first, one new document is represented with a normalized vector, including the terms in this document and their corresponding weights. The calculation of term weigh in this part considers two factors -term frequency and term position. Then one top-down matching process is hierarchically performed from the root node of the tree until the proper subclass is found corresponding to a leaf node. 
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Experimental results
Our lab has developed a system about text classification for a corporation. The main idea is described as follows. Firstly, the class architecture is designed for the need of the corporation. Then the class models are constructed by training the documents classified by hand corresponding to the classification hierarchy. Next, the text contents are extracted from the web pages crawled by Spiders. Furthermore, the text contents are analyzed after word segmentation. Finally, the web pages are assigned the proper class using the automatic classification algorithm. The ideal performance of classification has been achieved after several times of revision.
In the test phase, we collect 21,430 documents downloaded from some famous web sites in China such as SINA, and FM365 as training set. The corporation collects 11,062 documents as testing set. There are 34 classes. The class architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 , and the experiment results are shown in Table 1 . We will further research on the classification Precision if the web page is assigned the best N classes. Most details can be seen in Ref. 25 .
Text Clustering: Semantic Information Organization
Numerous document clustering algorithms appear in the literature, such as Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algorithms, k-means algorithm, SelfOrganizing Map algorithms, etc. HAC algorithms are rather slow when applied to large document collections. Mistakenly merges also affect their clustering quality. Another class of algorithms is the partition algorithms. The k-means algorithm is well known for their fast, linear time complexity. However, some crucial parameters need to be set in advance. Some approaches are applied to find proper initial cluster number and centroids. Buckshot and Fractionation 26 are also linear time algorithms. Fractionation is an approximation of HAC, where the search for the two closest clusters is performed locally (among a subset of the clusters), not globally. Buckshot is a k-means algorithm where the initial cluster cancroids are not chosen at random but created by applying HAC clustering to a sample of the documents of the collection. SelfOrganizing feature Map (SOM) which is one of the model-based methods is used in WEBSOM system. 27 But SOM is hampered by long processing times. For instance, Multi-layered Self-organizing Feature Maps (M-SOM) needs recursive procedure of generating self-organizing map.
We propose a document Clustering algorithm based on Swarm Intelligence and k-Means -CSIM. Swarm Intelligence is defined as any attempt to design algorithms or distributed problem-solving devices inspired by the collective behavior of the social insect colonies and other animal societies.
28 CSIM combines swarm intelligence with k-means clustering technique. It is a two-phase process. Firstly, an initial set of clusters is formed by swarm intelligence-based on clustering method which is derived from a basic model interpreting ant colony organization of cemeteries. Secondly, an iterative partitioning phase is employed to further optimize the results. The main idea of swarm intelligence-based clustering method is that data objects are initially projected onto a plane at random. The artificial ants then perform random walks on the plane and pick up or drop projected data items with a probability which is converted from swarm similarity within a local region by probability conversion function. Clusters are visually formed on the plane by the collective actions of the ant colony in the absence of central controls. It is also applied in document clustering by vector space model. Self-organizing clusters are formed by this method. The number of clusters is also adaptively acquired. Moreover, it is insensitive to the outliers and the order of input. It obviously offsets the weakness of partitioning method and shortens the iterative times in the second phase. Actually, the swarm intelligence-based clustering method can be applied independently. But on the second phase, the outliers which are single points on the ant-work plane are converged on the nearest neighbor clusters and the clusters which are piled too close to collect correctly on the plane by chance are also split. K-means clustering phase softens the chanciness of the swarm intelligence based method which is originated from a probabilistic model.
A description of the clustering algorithm is shown in Ref. 29 . Here is an example illustrating the function of the clustering process. In Fig. 3 , women football is the retrieval words. Three clustering patterns are shown on the left column. Documents belong to these patterns are shown on the right column of the three figures respectively. It is better than the keywords retrieval model. Using that model, those documents which contain the words of women football are listed together. 
Searcher: Information Retrieval with Association
In the following sections, we will describe how to generate the concept space and how to use the concept space to facilitate querying and information retrieving.
Concept space generation using co-occurrence analysis
Now we will introduce how to generate the concept space of specific domain automatically. Before generating the concept space, we must identify the concepts of that domain. For scientific literature, its concepts were relatively stable, and there are existing thesauruses to be adopted by the system. However, for news, the concepts were volatile, so we have no existing thesauruses. And it is impossible to generate the thesaurus manually. We have to extract the concepts from the document automatically. By using the following formulae, we could compute the information gain of each term for classification.
where F is a term; P (F ) is the probability of that term F occurred;¯means that term F does not occur; P (ψ i ) is the probability of the ith class value; P (ψ i | F ) is the conditional probability of the ith class value given that word F occurred. If InfGain(F ) > ω, we choose term F as the concept. Although the thesaurus generated by this method is not as thorough and precise as the thesaurus generated manually in scientific literature, it is an acceptable thesaurus. This is not an ideal method but a feasible one.
After we have recognized the concept of a class, we could generate the concept space of that class automatically. Here, we adopt Chen's method which uses co-occurrence analysis and Hopfield net.
30,31 Now, we will introduce this method briefly.
In this method, using co-occurrence analysis technology, we compute the term association weight between two terms T j and T k :
Notice that this is an asymmetric function, i.e. ClusterWeight (T j , T k ) is different from ClusterWeight (T k , T j ). Each term of this function are computed as follow:
where tf ij is the number of occurrences of term j in document i; df j is the number of documents in a collection of N documents; w j is the length of term j.
where tf ijk is the smaller number of occurrences of term j and term k in document i, df jk is the number of documents in which term j and k occurs.
Weighting Factor (T k ) = log N/df k log N .
After we have computed the asymmetric association between terms, we could activate related terms in response to user's input. This process was accomplished by a single-layered Hopfield network. Each term was treated as a neuron, and the association weight was assigned to the network as the synaptic weight between nodes. At time 0, the outputs of nodes corresponding users input terms µ i (0) were assigned to 1, output of other nodes were assigned to 0. After the initialization phase, we repeat the following iteration until convergence.
where f s is the SIGMOID function, net j = n−1 i=0 t ij µ i (t).
Concept space generation using HowNet
We can generate concept space by using existing HowNet. HowNet is an online common-sense knowledge base unveiling inter-conceptual relations and interattribute relations of concepts as connoted in lexicons of the Chinese and their English equivalents. 33 Each concept in HowNet is defined by sameness. In HowNet, a simmes refers to the smallest basic semantic unit that cannot be reduced further. According to the definitions of concepts and the relation between sememes, we could extract the relations between concepts. These relations include hypernym, hyponym, synonym, antonym, part-whole, attribute-host, etc. We only use some of these relations, and we give different weight to different relation.
w synonym = 0.9, w member = 0.7, w part = 0.4, w hypernym = 0.2, w attribute = 0.2 If user has selected a term, its activation spreads following this equation.
If A i is greater than a threshold value, this node is activated and the activation spreads. Otherwise, it is not activated. If the number of activated nodes is greater than an expected value, activation stops spreading.
Query
First, we ask the user to select a specific domain. The query was restricted in a specific domain. Then, we ask the user to input a keyword. System returns all the documents which contain the keyword. At the meantime, using the concept space generated automatically and using HowNet system could prompt the user with related words as well. And by matching the keyword with the classes, we could return the related classes too. Figure 4 shows the process of querying.
We could learn from this figure that traditional keyword querying system could give two additional optional choices to refine query. The first one is that using the result generated by clustering user could specify his query in a specific class which could reduce the size of returned documents. The second one is that using concept space system could help the user to express what he wants more precisely. He could choose the right word in a prompted word list as well. By using these two means, we could increase the usability of our system.
Conclusion
In this paper, an all-sided solution for information retrieval on the Internet (ICDSIS) is proposed. ICDSIS covers all procedures of information retrieval on the internet, i.e. information gathering, information organization and information querying. Some new technologies for document classification and clustering are adopted in ICDSIS. Experimental results show that these methods applied to ICDSIS are efficient. Concept search is a trend for information retrieval. ICDSIS partially realized a concept-associated search by efficient information organization. Some methods applied in ICDSIS are not well mature and need to further improve. Moreover, ICDSIS can work more perfectly if improvements are made on the aspect of system integration. For example, although there are differences between feature selection for document classification and clustering, some procedures are still similar. They can be processed only once. Metadata is also an important topic of concern in ICDSIS.
